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Reasons for disagreement. 
A conversation with Jacques Rancière
�8=H98�6M�)C69FHC��9��59H5BC�K=H<� H<9�7C@@56CF5H=CB�C:�'5C@C��C85B=�5B8�

Andrea Inzerillo

+<9�7CBJ9FG5H=CB�K=H<�!57EI9G�)5B7=SF9�895@G�K=H<�H<9�=895�C:�8=G5;F99A9BH�5G�
an aesthetic and political matter, but it also focuses the attention on themes directly 
related to cinema.  In regards to the relationship between the screen and the audi-
ence, as well as the relationship between what is visible and what is expressible, 
Rancière talks about one of his recent works: %2/��7+8-3:+>/.�$:/->+>9<. He 
underlines how these relationships have always been expressed as an agreement-
disagreement relationship, but at the same time recalling that the aesthetic regime 
of the arts is a non-relationship zone, this being a critical step beyond the mimetic 
AC89@��+<9�GD97H5HCF�=G�BC�@CB;9F�=B�D5GG=J9�AC89��H<FCI;<�H<9�9M9�=HG9@:�G	<9�69-
comes emancipated from the text and s/he is able to overturn conventional hierarchy 
as well as the designation of roles. An exemplary model of such extraordinary 
ACH=CB�=G�K=H<CIH�5�8CI6H�7=B9A5���F5K=B;�IDCB��CF8���F9GGCB�5B8��R@5�+5FF��
H<9��F9B7<�D<=@CGCD<9F�:C7IG9G�CB�H<9�B5HIF9�C:�H<9�=A5;9��F95:jFA=B;�H<5H�9J9FM�
image, whether  from classical or modern cinema, has the capability of resetting 
the viewer’s perception.  From this perspective, the cinematic experience is very 
similar to politics in that they both work on the relationship between a projected-
imposed image and the free re-appropriation of the image itself, this can clearly 
be seen in the ambivalent relationship between politics and police���CGH5���C85F8��
Rossellini are only a few of the directors that Rancière refers to as perfect examples 
C:�5FH�75D56@9�C:�AC8=:M=B;�jL98�DCG=H=CBG�=B�5�G9BG=H=J9�IB=J9FG9�5B8�A5?9�FCCA�
for a new world to come.

The place of disagreement  
Pietro Montani 

Can mechanical reproduction change the referential relationship between each 
=A5;9�5B8�H<9�KCF@8��+<9�F9@5H=CBG<=D�69HK99B�5�A97<5B=75@@M�F9DFC8I7=6@9�=A5;9�
and the part of the world it represents can be creative or reproductive. In both cases 
the authentication process required cannot set aside the element of disagreement 
which is not integrated in a single horizon of meaning.
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The lateral movement of images
Dork Zabunyan 

Rancière says that the cinematographic image is characterized by a fundamental 
5A6=;I=HM�=B�577CF85B79�K=H<�5H�@95GH�H<F99�D9FGD97H=J9G��H<9�7CADCB9BHG�C:�j@A�
images, their description, and the political subjectivation that these images sug-
;9GH��+<9�K5M�=B�K<=7<�7=B9A5�7F95H9G�H<9�8=A9BG=CB�C:�8=GG9BH�5B8�H<9�partage 
du sensible 89D9B8G�CB�H<9�9LD@CF5H=CB�C:�H<9G9�H<F99�F9G95F7<�j9@8G�

Pretending disagreement 
Bruno Besana 

A political practice can have an aesthetic effect when it breaches the frame 
of (visual) reference which dictates what is visible and what is invisible, what 
is thinkable and what is not thinkable. It also does so, when it dictates who is in 
charge of expressing such differences and who is not. Inversely an artwork has a 
DC@=H=75@�9::97H�K<9B�=H�F97CBj;IF9G�H<9�:F5A9�C:��J=GI5@��F9:9F9B79�H<5H�5@@CKG�IG�
to consider it an artwork and to judge its aesthetic or social function. From this, 
Jacques Rancière has outlined a series of points of disagreement that belong, at 
H<9�G5A9�H=A9��HC�DC@=H=7G�5B8�59GH<9H=7G��+<=G�5FH=7@9�K5BHG�HC�G<CK�GCA9�C:�H<9�
consequences that these points have on philosophy today.

An archaeology of images. Found footage documentaries
Emilio Bernini               

Found footage is the contemporary avatar of the documentary.  Its peculiarity 
5B8�DC@=H=75@�GH5B8DC=BH�7CBG=GH�=B�H<9�:57H�H<5H�=H�=G�B9=H<9F�5�EI9GH=CB�C:�j@A=B;�H<9�
CH<9F�=B�<=G�GD579��BCF�=G�=H�H<9�9LDCG=H=CB�C:�H<9�j@A�A5?9FiG�6C8M�=B�H<9�KCF@8�� H�
7CBG=GHG�=B�H<9�98=H=B;�C:�K<5H�<5G�5@F958M�699B�j@A98�=B�CF89F�HC�F9F958�=H��897CB-
GHFI7H�=H�5B8�DIH�=H�=BHC�7CBk=7H�K=H<�=HG9@:����M�F9J95@=B; H<9�7CBk=7H�=B<9F9BH�HC�H<9�
senses of an image, especially when it questions its own senses, Found footage is 
the most radical among political forms of documentaries. 

Disagreement of images: photography and politics
Marcello Walter Bruno 

If, as Rancière writes in his book Disagreement��fK9�CB@M�<5J9�DC@=H=7G�H<5B?G�
to the interruption and to the original movement which establishes politics as the 
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89D@CMA9BH�C:�5B�C::9B79�CF�C:�5�:IB85A9BH5@�EI5FF9@g��H<9B�D<CHC;F5D<M�9BH9FG�
the ranks of political intervention when it visually represents this disagreement. 
However, can beauty deal with the offence? Is it possible that the only picture that 
makes a statement is the ugly one or the invisible one (Jaar)? 

Revolution 2.0
Dario Cecchi 

+<=G�5FH=7@9�:C7IG9G�CB Redacted ��

�����F=5B��9�'5@A5iG�j@A�C:�5�F5D9�D9F-
D9HF5H98�5;5=BGH�5B� F5E=�;=F@�6M��A9F=75B�GC@8=9FG�=B�*5A5FF5��+<9�j@A�G99AG�HC�
be a collection of different media. It argues that no truth about the war is attainable 
because censorship controls the images and their sources. It is necessary to rethink 
the role played by images in the relationship between truth and politics.

From video to cinema. Disagreement in Cinico Tv 
Andrea Inzerillo 

How can we distinguish désaccord from mésentente according to Rancière’s 
theory? What kind of connection is there between disagreement and cinema? What 
would a ‘cinema of disagreement’ be? Or rather, what does ‘disagreement’ mean in 
7=B9A5��+<=G�9GG5M�K=@@�HFM�HC�DFCDCG9�5�75G9�C:�7=B9A5HC;F5D<=7�8=G5;F99A9BH�=B�
television by looking at Cinico Tv, created by the most explicitly pasolinian Italian 
directors: Ciprì and Maresco.

Cinematic-autism
+CAA5GC��F=9AA5�

Drawing upon the philosophies of Benjamin, Stiegler and Rancière this essay 
K=@@�jFGH@M�7CBG=89F�H<9�5A6=;ICIG�B5HIF9�C:�j@A��@CC?=B;�5H�H<9�F9@5H=CBG<=D�69-
tween agreement and disagreement. Secondly it will focus on the overall nature of 
the discordant cinematic experience, especially in relation to the world beyond the 
j@A���I@HIF5@�=B8IGHF=9G�G99?�HC�9@=A=B5H9�5BM�8=G7CF85BH�9::97H�H<9�j@A�A5M�<5J9�
on the viewer, an effect that is experienced especially once out of the movie theatre. 
*I7<�9@=A=B5H=CB�=G�57<=9J98�H<FCI;<�CJ9F�9LDCGIF9�HC�H<9�j@A�=HG9@:��K<=7<�@958G�
to a real ‘cinematic-autism’. In other words it leads to the impossibility of leaving 
the movie theatre and to endure the time of exposure in order to be able to resume 
a relationship with the world.
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Formal disagreement in dysnarrative cinema 
Dominique Chateau 

+<9�9GG5M�9L5A=B9G�H<9�=AD57H�C:�H<9�j;IF9�K<=7<�7<5F57H9F=N9G�8=G5;F99A9BH�
in .C=B5FF5H=J9�7=B9A5���G��@5=B�)C669��F=@@9H�89jB98�=H��.C=narrative cinema is 
characterized not by the rejection of the narrative possibility, but by its suspen-
sion. Formal disagreement is part of this suspension, mobilizing various aspects 
of expression and superimposing several staggered displacements.

The ‘in between-space’ of the image
)C69FHC��9��59H5BC 

Every image is a negotiation between images and systems of discourse, there is 
no sensible natural image, no mythical purity. An image is always the inclusion of 
a social supersensibility over the natural sensibility. It’s also the determination of 
5�A=GA5H7<�69HK99B�DF9G9B79�5B8�8=G7CIFG9��69HK99B�5B�=A5;9�5B8�5BCH<9F��H<=G�
8=G>IB7HIF9�B9J9F�D9579:I@@M�F9B89FG�H<9�=A5;9�=89BH=75@�HC�=HG9@:���G��C85F8�G5=8��
f+<9�65G=G�=G�5@K5MG�HKC��5H�H<9�69;=BB=B;�5@K5MG�DF9G9BH�HKC�=A5;9G�=BGH958�C:�
CB9��H<5HiG�K<5H� �75@@�=A5;9��H<9�=A5;9�A589�C:�HKCg�

Che: revolution and repetition
Alessandro Cappabianca

Escaping the vision – the vision by the military and the police – by hiding in 
the folds of the most inaccessible territory. But also escaping the totalizing vision 
C:�AMH<��9G75D9�:FCA�HF5BG:CFA=B;�5B8�F98I7=B;�5�D9FGCB�=BHC�5�hF9JC@IH=CB5FMi�
icon in post-mortem��+<=G�=G�H<9�DFC6@9A�K=H<�H<9�j;IF9�C:��<9��I9J5F5��5B8�=H�=G�
5B�=GGI9�C:�?99D=B;�5B�5DDFCDF=5H9�h8=GH5B79i��+<9�=GGI9�=G�F9GC@J98�=B�6CH<�D5FHG�
C:�*C89F69F;<iG�j@A�H<FCI;<�5�65@5B798�DCFHF5M5@��K=H<CIH�69=B;�=BkI9B798�6M�
H<9�:5B:5F9�C:�9D=7��%C�F9JC@IH=CB�=G�H5?9B�:CF�;F5BH98��B9=H<9F�=G�:5=@IF9��BC�9J9BH�
is repeated identically.

���
��	���Rachel Getting Married 
Daniela Angelucci 

+<9�j@A�6M�!CB5H<5B��9AA9�Rachel Getting Married (2008) tells the story of 
H<9�7CBk=7HG�H<5H�5F=G9�=B�5�:5A=@M�CB�H<9�C775G=CB�C:�5�85I;<H9FiG�K988=B;��+<9�
article focuses on the narrative procedure and on the documentary style chosen by 
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the director, who creates a special mixture of different cinematographic genres.

The hidden smile of Straub-Huillet
*5@J5HCF9�+989G7C�

Pedro Costa’s movie Ou git votre sourire enfoui? (2001), which shows Straub-
Huillet’s work in moviola, reveals some of the most remarkable theoretical po-
larities through a disagreement over the creation of a very short segment in the 
98=H=B;�DFC79GG��+<9�5=A�C:�H<=G�9GG5M�=G�HC�G<CK�H<9�J5@I9�C:�H<9G9�DC@5F�H9BG=CBG��
through a rapid analysis of the relationship between Straub-Huillet’s cinema and 
the idea of harmony.

The drunken vessel. Z32
Luciano Barisone 

Avi Mograbi’s work has always developed a particular political perspective. He 
does so, not through an open dissent concerning the reality revealed by his images, 
but through irony. By making use of a particular type of mask he creates irony and 
in so doing he puts in disagreement bodies and words, images and gestures. In Z32 
(2008) disagreement is not only evident, but it also represents the aesthetic device 
K<=7<�GIDDCFHG�=HG�B5FF5H=CB��+<9�8=;=H5@�A5G?G�K<=7<�<=89�H<9�K=HB9GG9Gi�:579G�BCH�
only work as a guarantee of anonymity, but also as the only space where the (political) 
transformation of reality is possible. Perhaps, the only space granted to cinema. 

Disagreement in Connecticut: Revolutionary Road
Simona Busni 

+<9� H<9A9�C:�8=G5;F99A9BH� =G� F9:CFAI@5H98� =B� H9FAG�C:�9G75D9�577CF8=B;� HC�
*H5B@9M��5J9@@iG�H<9CFM�56CIH�7=B9A5HC;F5D<=7�;9BF9G��+<9�j@A�#/@96?>398+<C�#9+.�
(2008) set in Connecticut and directed by Sam Mendes, is analyzed as a possible 
h9G75D9�A9@C8F5A5i��+<9�5B5@MG=G�GH5FHG�6M�@CC?=B;�5H�H<9�7CAACB5@=HM�C:�H<9�B5F-
F5H=J9�G9HH=B;���CBB97H=7IH��K=H<�C@8�j@AG�H<5H�5F9�9LD@CF98�=B��5J9@@iG�6CC?G��

Space of disagreement. The Hurt Locker
�@=C�%=75GHFC�

Kathryn Bigelow’s The Hurt Locker (2008) offers a glimpse of the war in Iraq 
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through the eyes of the U.S. Army bomb disposal squad, �<+@9��97:+8C. Within 
a narrative structure modeled on the rapid and fragmented timing of the guerrilla, 
H<9�9J9BHG�H5?9�G<5D9�5G�5�F9GI@H�C:�H<9�8=J9FG9�5B8�7CBk=7H=B;�J=9KDC=BHG�C:�H<9�
DFCH5;CB=GHG��+<9M�5F9� 5@ACGH� @=?9� 7<5F57H9FG� =B� 5�8=GDIH9��+<9M� :CFA� H<9�J9FM�
foundation of the area of opportunity for dialogue among the images.

On whose side? Vogliamo anche le rose
Antonio Russo 

What is the relationship between the entries in a personal journal and a public 
declaration by a collective movement like that of women’s rights? Can a true 
political belief be revealed by the private confessions of three Italian women 
living in the sixties and seventies? Referring to the theory of ‘disagreement’ and 
‘political subjectivation’ of the French philosopher Jacques Rancière, this essay 
HF=9G�HC�5B5@MN9��@=B5�$5F5NN=iG�8C7IA9BH5FM�j@A�Vogliamo anche le rose (2007) 
as a remarkable case of what happens when private life raises political questions.
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